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Beam stator

II. Installation of back panel

6×30 hexagonal screw

M6 stainless steel gasket

M6 nut

(Fig.2)
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Glass cement
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III. Installation of side glass 1
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9 10

hexagonal socket screw

clamp of top glass   

X .Decorated the aluminum installation and fastening

Back spray

     For hard water areas ,steam generator must be cleaned regularly for scale removal, 
particularly when water level is sensed by probe sensor (marked on steam generator 
surface).Generally,check it for every 3 months and clean it based on scale level. The 
proper way of cleaning should be like this: shut down system for 4 minutes or above
（keep controller energized）,dilute2.5~3g citric acid with 400MLwarm water ,Rotate 
to remove the function The middle part of the back cover can be seen after cleaning the 
hex nut, rotate the nut again, turn it on when citric acid solution is filled into steam 
generator through steam outlet(for details see Steamer Cleaning Instruction) and start 
cleaning. It is suggested not to shut down system or cut off electricity during cleaning. 
Steam room can be reused only when the whole process is completed for fear that 
detergent residuals flow into steam room.

Steam cleaning machine

Waterfall

F12 Top pulley

LC158A aluminum

Guide Aluminum

F12 Bottom pulley

Moving door glass

LC158A aluminum

LC158A Rubber strip

IX .

(Fig.11)

(Fig.12)

        1.Hand wheel A is the function-conversion switch. The rotation of the wheel in 
different directions will shift the functions such as side spray, shower, back spray side 
spray and top spray.
        2.Hand wheel B is the hot/cold water switch. Pulling up the wheel will let water in, 
while turning the wheel in different directions will adjust the water temperature.

Side spray
Close

Open

          To prolong the service life of the bathtub, please try to regulate the intake water 

temperature and keep it below 45℃. For intake water at higher temperature, fill in some cold 

water first. Maximum temperature of inlet water ≤60℃.
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